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Non-Linear Self-Interference Cancelation for Full-Duplex Transceivers
Based on Hammerstein-Wiener Model

Visa Tapio , Member, IEEE, and Markku Juntti , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— The main challenge in a full-duplex transceiver
design is created by the self-interference caused by the coupling
of the transmitted signal to the transceiver’s own receiver. The
effect of the non-linear operation of both the power amplifier at
the transmitter and the low noise amplifier at the receiver are
considered in the self-interference cancelation. The performance
of three self-interference cancelers are studied: linear cancelation,
auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA) based cancelation and
a neural network (NN) based canceler. The NN based cancelation
outperforms both the linear and ARMA based canceler but
requires considerably more operations than the other two.

Index Terms— Full-duplex, non-linearity, Hammerstein-
Wiener model, SI-cancelation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE in-band full-duplex (FD) transmission the same
carrier frequency is simultaneously used to transmit and

receive data signals with the same transceiver. The main
problem in a FD transceiver implementation is the self-
interference (SI). The SI is caused by the coupling of the
transmitted signal to the receiver input. The SI path from the
transmitter to the receiver includes both the internal coupling
from the transmitter output to the receiver input as well as the
reflections from the environment. In order to receive the data
signal from a distant signal, the SI must be attenuated to a
level that is much lower than that of the desired data signal.

Since the SI signal power in the receiver input can be high,
the non-linear operation of the amplifiers must be considered
in the design of the SI cancelers. The SI cancelers capable
to attenuate SI signals distorted by a non-linear power ampli-
fiers (PA) have been studied, e.g., in [1]–[3]. However, since
the power at the input of the low-noise amplifier (LNA) at the
receiver can be high, the LNA cannot always be assumed as
a linear component.

In this letter, the non-linear operation of both the PA and
LNA is included in the model and three SI different techniques
are used for the SI cancelation: linear cancelation, auto-
regressive moving-average (ARMA) based cancelation and a
neural network (NN) based canceler.

In the system model, the PA and LNA are modeled with
the modified Saleh and Ghorbani models [4], [5], respectively.
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Fig. 1. Hammerstein-Wiener system.

However, it is assumed that the SI cancelers do not know
the form of the non-linear function describing the non-linear
operations of the amplifiers.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The Hammerstein-Wiener model consists of two non-linear
blocks f(u) and g(u2) separated by a linear block h as
illustrated in Fig. 1. Only the input u(n) and output y(n)
can be measured, intermediate signals u1(n) and u2(n) are
not accessible for the identification.

In the full-duplex transceiver case, non-linear functions f(u)
and g(u2) represent the PA at the transmitter and LNA at the
receiver, respectively. The linear function h(u1) describes the
SI channel between the PA and LNA. It includes the direct
path from PA output to the LNA input, reflections from the
environment as well as the effect of the analog SI attenuation
and it can be modeled as a tapped delay line. The receiver
noise is added to the output signal of the non-linearity g(u2).

The baseband model for the PA can be written as

f(u) = GPA(u)ej(ΦPA(u)+φ(u)), (1)

where GPA and ΦPA(u) are the amplitude (AM-AM) and phase
(AM-PM) distortions, respectively, caused by the non-linear
operation of the PA and φ(u) is the phase of the input signal u.
The PA can be modeled with the modified Saleh model. The
amplitude and phase distortions in the modified Saleh model
are given as [4]

GPA (u) =
αg|u|�

1 + β|u|3 (2)

ΦPA (u) =
αΦ

3
�

1 + |u|4 − � (3)

Similarly, the LNA can be modeled as

g(u2) = GLNAej(Φ(u2)+ϕ(u2)) (4)

where ϕ(u2) is the phase of the signal u2 and the AM-AM
and AM-PM distortions of a LNA can be modeled with the
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Ghorbani model as [5]

GLNA (u2) =
αA|ub

2|
1 + bA|uc

2|
+ dg|u2| (5)

ΦLNA (u2) =
αLNA|ud

2)|
1 + bΦ|ue

2|
+ dΦ|u2| (6)

The time index n is left out from (1) – (6) to simplify the
notation, i.e., u = u(n), u2 = u2(n)

The parameters αg, β, αΦ, � in the modified Saleh model
and αA, b, bA, d, bΦ, e, c, dΦ in the Ghorbani model are used to
match the models with measured amplifier characteristics. The
numerical values for the parameters are given in Section IV.
In the identification of the model, the non-linear functions
(1) – (6) and their parameters are unknown. The length L
of the linear channel h(l) in (28) is assumed to be known, but
the complex tap coefficients are unknown.

The noise generated in the receiver is modeled as an additive
Gaussian white noise source w(n) connected to the input of
the LNA as shown in Fig. 1.

III. SI CANCELATION

In the digital baseband SI cancelation, the SI is canceled
by subtracting the replica of the SI from the input signal. The
replica is formed by assuming a model for the SI channel and
estimating the parameters of the model. The estimation can
be done using the transmitted data signal in the half-duplex
mode. After the estimation, the system can be switched to the
FD mode. The SI cancelers considered in this letter are the
linear, non-linear ARMA and NN based cancelers.

The functions (1) – (6) are assumed to be unknown. The
commonly used baseband model for a non-linear amplifier is

z =
R−1�
r=0

αtx|x|2t+1 (7)

where x and z are the input and output signals of the non-
linearity, R is the non-linearity order and αt is the non-
linearity coefficient.

A. Linear SI Cancelation

In the linear case, no attempt is made to estimate the non-
linear functions but only the complex channel coefficients of
the linear block h(l) in Fig. 1 are estimated. The least squares
estimate is calculated as

ĥ = (UHU)U−1y (8)

where y is a vector formed from the output samples y(n) and
U is a matrix formed from input samples u(n) in Fig. 1.

B. ARMA Based Cancelation

When the system in Fig. 1 is modeled with an ARMA
model, the output of the system can be written as [6]

y(n) = −
P�

i=1

ai

q�
l=1

dlg
−1
l [y(n − i)]

+
J�

j=1

bj

m�
t=0

ctft[u(n − j)] + w(n), (9)

where ai and bj are the coefficients of an IIR filter used to
model the linear part between the non-linear amplifiers. The
first non-linearity in Fig. 1 is approximated with the model (7).
Hence, functions ft(u) in (9) are

ft(u) = u|u|2t+1 (10)

In order to use (9), the inverse function of g(u2) is needed
but it cannot be directly computed from a complex baseband
non-linearity such as (7). In the ARMA model, the LNA is
modeled as a third order non-linearity. In this case the inverse
function can be approximated as

g−1(y) ≈
1�

l=0

dly|y|l (11)

i.e., functions g−1
l in (9) are

g−1
l = y|y|l, l = 0, 1. (12)

The ARMA model can be written in matrix form as

y = ΦNx + w, (13)

where Y = [y(n) y(n + 1) · · · y(n + N − 1)]T is the output
vector and w is the noise vector. The known matrix ΦN =
[Φ(1) · · ·Φ(N)]T consists of vectors

Φ(n) = [f1[u(n)] · · · fm[u(n)] · · · f1[u(n − J)]
· · · fm[u(n − J)] g−1

1 [y(n − 1)] · · · g−1
q [y(n − 1)]

· · · g−1
1 [y(n − P )] · · · g−1

q [y(n − P )] (14)

The unknown vector is

x = [b1c1 · · · b1cm b2c1 · · · b2cm bnc1 · · · bncm

a1d1 · · · a1dq a2d1 · · ·a2dq apd1 · · · apdq] (15)

The output of the ARMA model in (13) is a linear function
of the elements in (15). In system identification problems,
e.g. in [6], the goal is to find an estimate for all the unknown
parameters ai, bj , ct and dl. However, in the SI cancelation,
the goal is to generate a replica of the SI signal. Hence,
the parameter separation needed in the system identification is
not necessary in this case. This simplifies the estimation task.
The vector x can be solved with linear estimation methods.
The least mean square (LMS) iteration for the vector x is

w(k + 1) = w(k) − μΔe(k), (16)

where Δ = Φ(k)∗, μ is the iteration step size and e(k) =
y(k) − ŷ(k) is the estimation error at iteration k.

C. Neural Network Based Cancelation

Neural networks have been proposed for SI cancelation
in [7] and [8] wherein the PA non-linearity and transmitter
IQ imbalance is considered but the LNA is assumed to be
linear. In [7], the SI canceler uses time-delay NN, while
in [8], the NN based SI cancellers are constructed as a ladder-
wise grid and moving-widow grid structures. Both [7] and [8]
employ rectified linear activation units as activation functions.

Here, the NN based cancelation is applied in the case where
both the PA and LNA are operating at their non-linear regime
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Fig. 2. Neural network model.

due to the strong SI. The NN structure is presented in Fig. 2.
The motivation for the structure is the Hammerstein-Wiener
model in Fig. 1, where a linear filter is between two non-linear
functions. Hence, an intuitive solution is to construct the NN
with non-linear input nodes, followed by linear tapped delay
lines and non-linear functions at the output. Only two parallel
branches are shown in the figure. Using the notation in Fig. 2,
the output of the network can be written as

y(n) =
N�

n=1

x(4)
n =

N�
n=1

f(x(3)
n ), (17)

where N is the number of the parallel branches of the network
and the activation function f is defined as

f(k) = fRe(Re{x(3)
n }) + jfIm(Im{x(3)

n }). (18)

Functions fRe(s) and fIm(s) are identical for all s ∈ R.

fRe(s) = fIm(s) =
b

1 + e−as
− 1

2
(19)

By collecting the internal signals x
(3)
n to a vector, they can

be given in a matrix form as

x(3) = W(2)W(1)x(1), (20)

where the coefficients of Layer 2 are collected to matrix

W(2) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

w
(2)
11 · · · w

(2)
1N

... . . .
...

w
(2)
N1 · · · w

(2)
NN

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (21)

and the coefficient matrix for Layer 1 is

W(1) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

w(1)
1 0 0 · · · 0
0 w(1)

2 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

0 · · · 0 w(1)
N−1 0

0 0 · · · 0 w(1)
N

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(22)

where w(1)
n = [w(1)

n1 w
(1)
n1 · · · w

(1)
nT ] and 0 is a row vector of

length T whose elements are zeros. Vector x(1) is given as
x(1) = [x(1)

11 · · · x
(1)
1T x

(1)
21 · · · x

(1)
21 x

(1)
2T · · · x

(1)
N1 · · · x

(1)
NT ]T

and x
(1)
ij = f(u(n− j), j = 0 · · ·T −1, where T is the length

of the tapped delay lines in Fig. 2.

Coefficients w
(n)
ij can be solved iteratively over the layers

by the back-propagation algorithm as

w
(n)
ij = w

(n−1)
ij − μ



∂E

∂Re{w(n−1)
ij }

+ j
∂E

∂Im{w(n−1)
ij }

�
(23)

The partial derivatives for the layer 2 are

∂E

∂Re(w(2)
ij )

= −2(Re(y)) − Re(ŷ))f �[Re(x(4)
i )]Re(x(2)

j )

− 2(Im(y)) − Im(ŷ))f �[Im(x(4)
i )]Im(xj)(2) (24)

∂E

∂Im(w(2)
ij )

= −2(Re(y)) − Re(ŷ))f �[Re(x(4)
i )]Im(x(2)

j )

+ 2(Im(y)) − Im(ŷ))f �[Im(x(4)
i )]Re(x(2)

j ) (25)

The partial derivatives for the layer 1 coefficients are

∂E

∂Re(w(1)
ij )

= −2(Re(y)) − Re(ŷ))
N�

k=1

Re{w(2)
kj x

(1)
ij }f �[Re(x(4)

k )]

− 2(Im(y)) − Im(ŷ))
N�

k=1

Im{w(2)
kj x

(1)
ij }f �[Im(x(4)

k )]

(26)
∂E

∂Im(w(1)
ij )

= −2(Re(y)) − Re(ŷ))
N�

k=1

Im{w(2)
kj x

(1)
ij }f �[Re(x(4)

k )]

+ 2(Re(y)) − Im(ŷ))
N�

k=1

Im{w(2)
kj x

(1)
ij }f �[Im(x(4)

k )]

(27)

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The signal used in the numerical examples is a LTE
downlink signal with 20 MHz bandwidth generated with
a transmitter model available in MathWorks Matlab LTE
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Fig. 3. The spectrum of the transmitted signal.

TABLE I

PA AND LNA MODEL PARAMETERS

Toolbox. The signal is first generated with a sample rate
of 30.72 Msamples/s. The signal is then up-sampled by a
factor 4. The up-sampled signal is filtered to reduce the power
at adjacent channels. After the filtering, the signal is amplified
with a non-linear PA modeled with the modified Saleh model
as described in Section II. The PA parameters are given
in Table I and they are used to model a solid-state power
amplifier [9]. The spectrum of the transmitted signal before
and after the PA is shown in Fig. 3. The adjacent channel
power ratio (ACPR) of the transmitted signal after the PA is
−44 dB which is close to the requirement of −45 dB for a
LTE base station [10].

After the PA, the signal is transmitted through the linear SI
channel. The SI channel is modeled with a tapped delay line
as

u2(n) =
L−1�
l=0

h(l)u1(n − l) (28)

where h(l) is the lth complex tap coefficient of the SI channel
(lth element of the channel vector h in Fig. 1) and L is the
length of the channel. The length of the channel in simulations
is L = 3 and time delays are 0, 32.55 and 65.1 ns. These
correspond to reflections from 0, 4.875 and 9.765 meters
distance, assuming the signal is reflected only once. The
output signal of the linear channel is amplified with the LNA.
The LNA is modeled with the Ghorbani model discussed
in Section II. The parameters for the LNA model given
in Table I represent a class-A amplifier [5]. An example spec-
trum before (blue) and after (red) LNA is shown in Fig. 4. The
spectra in Fig. 4 are calculated without noise. The output of
the LNA is down-sampled by a factor 4. The SI cancelation is

Fig. 4. The spectrum of the received signal.

Fig. 5. Averaged normalized squared error when noise added after the LNA.

done for the down-sampled signal using techniques described
in Section III.

The same numbers of samples (3000) are used for all three
SI cancelation techniques in the training phase to allow a fair
comparison of their performance. The total number of samples
transmitted during one channel realization is 307200 resulting
in the training–validation ratio of 0.01. The number of parallel
branches in the NN based SI cancelation was selected by
experiments to be 11. The performances of the SI cancelers
are averaged over 300 SI channel realizations. The normalised
averaged squared errors of the SI estimates are shown in Fig. 5.
The interference-to-noise ratio (INR) after the cancelation is
shown in Fig. 6. At low INR values, the non-linear distortion
is below the noise level and all considered cancelers are
able to cancel the SI signal. When the INR increases the
distortion starts to affect the performance and the NN starts
to outperform both the LS and the ARMA based cancelers.
E.g., the output INR after the cancelation reaches 2 dB when
the INR at the input before cancelation is 24 dB, 26 dB and
29 dB with LS, ARMA and NN cancelers, respectively.

In Figs. 5 and 6 the noise is added to the signal after the
LNA. Since a small part of noise is generated also before the
LNA and inside of it, a case where the noise is added before
the LNA and is hence amplified by the LNA is also considered.
When the INR is above 30 dB, the performance in this case is
the same as in the case where noise is added after the LNA.
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Fig. 6. Interference-to-noise ratio when noise added after LNA.

Fig. 7. Bit-error-rate when SI is canceled with the neural network.

When INR is below 30 dB, the SI cancelation performance
in the case where the noise is added after the noise is 0.5 dB
better than in the case where the noise is amplified by the
non-linear LNA.

The bit-error-rate (BER) performance with a QPSK mod-
ulated LTE signal is simulated in a case where the relative
delays and powers of the channel taps between the dis-
tant transmitter and receiver are 0, 8.14 and 73.24 ns and
0, −10 and −21 dB, respectively. The BER with the NN based
SI canceler is shown in Fig. 7. The values at the horizontal axis
give the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of the desired data signal
transmitted by a distant transmitter. Cases where the INR
before the SI canceler is 18 – 30 dB are shown with curves
labeled as ‘INR 18 dB’ – ‘INR 30 dB’. The curve labeled as
‘No SI’ shows the reference BER performance when no SI is
present in the system. The computational complexities of the
SI cancelers shown in Table II are assessed by calculating the
number of real-valued operations required at each iteration
during the training phase. The number of operations for
the LS based canceler is calculated assuming that the LS
problem is solved with the singular value decomposition.
The number of operations for the ARMA based canceler is
calculated from (10) – (16) and for the NN based canceler
from (23) – (27).

TABLE II

COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY AT EACH ITERATION
DURING THE TRAINING

V. CONCLUSION

The PA and LNA of a FD transceiver were modeled
with the modified Saleh and Ghorbani models, respectively.
However, the form of non-linearity cannot be fully known
in a FD transceiver. Hence, in the considered SI cancelation
techniques the non-linearities were assumed to be unknown.
Three different approaches for the SI cancelation were com-
pared: linear cancelation, ARMA based cancelation and NN
based cancelation. The NN based cancelation gives the best
performance. It has considerably higher computational com-
plexity than the two other SI cancelers considered in this
letter. The acceptable balance between the performance and
the computational complexity varies from one application to
another, but the complexity – performance trade-off is not
analyzed here. The ARMA based canceler would work well if
the non-linear functions were known, i.e., the PA and LNA
would follow the simplified memory-less non-linear model
in (7). The PA and LNA models in (2) – (6) are based on
the measurements and the memory effects of the amplifiers
contribute to the models. Since these can vary in time and
temperature, they cannot be fully known and the NN approach
is needed to attain adequate performance.
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